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What a Great Year!

Christmas Party
2nd December
2-5pm

Steve Austin
Education Talk
18th November
4.15pm

Working Bee & BBQ
9th December
From 1pm
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Welcome New Members
26 Aug 2017:
•
Gabrielle and Michael Blohm-Witts with Sandy and Brandy
•
Anna Bryant with Tigger
•
Annie and Robert Cheng and Christina and Joanna Pan with Ruby
•
Ian and Julia Gibson with Murphy
•
Danielle Leong with Rory
•
Ross Walker with Skye

9 Sept 2017:
•
Anne and Rebecca Bimson with Rachel
•
Michael, Angeline and Lauren Bleach with Archie
•
Grant and Di Bressington with Cleo
•
Maurice, Aaron and Renee Cohen with Rubi
•
Danielle and James Dive with Pepper
•
Suboshini, Lars, Oliver and Amaya Ottosson with Murphy
•
Brett and Victoria Peacock with Billy
•
Lachlan and Kirsten Pratt with Fudge and Penny
•
Maddi Turley with Jenna

Congratulations On Your Promotion
Promotions to 2nd Class:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promotions to 3rd Class:
•
Rebecca Braid and Jazz
•
Nicole Keller and Style

Phil McCloud and Maisie
Lauren Maclean and Monty
Mary Young and Dolly
Michelle Radford and Monty
Alison Torres and Monty
Diane Kumarich and Polly
Michelle Walsh and Baxter
Claire de Sousa and Archie
Sarah Dreverman and Charile Brown
Alice Hsieh and Hiro
Terri Sharam Kida
Anna Bryant and Tigger
Justin Clancy and Taz
Vic Gore and Orla
Jen Jacobs and Scout
John Rands and Quinn
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Promotions to 4th Class:
•
Jan Phillips and Tess
•
Tricia Nicola and Abbey
•
Ros McAndrew and Jess
•
Veronica Sewell and Georgie
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Secretary’s Scribble
Our AGM has come and gone and we sadly had to say goodbye to our President of 3 years, Kim Dowding, who has done a
fabulous job of keeping us guessing as to what persona he will adopt each Saturday during the weekly notices. Thank you
Kim for your entertaining and steady leadership. Kim is not getting away from us totally as he accepted the nomination to
stay on as Vice President. We are looking forward to working with our new President, the multi-talented Karin Bridge, who
has taken over the reins of the Club and hopefully will write the next “President’s Pen” when she returns from her holiday.
We also owe a huge thank you to our long-term Membership Secretary, Pam Rutledge, who has sold her house and is
moving out of Sydney, but not so far that she can abandon us totally. Pam remains as part of the membership team for the
foreseeable future. We welcome Kala Raghu to the Membership hot seat and team leader. Pop on over to the registration
table on Saturdays and say “Hi" to the team.
Keep an eye out for our enlightening education sessions. We recently welcomed Lyn Braico and two beautiful dogs, Martie
the olympian guide dog and 11 week old guide dog in training, Leo, from Guide Dogs NSW. We all took turns in
entertaining Leo while Lyn gave us a lively talk on the raising and training of these amazing dogs. See the write up of this
event in this edition of Yaps and Yelps and the details of our next session with Steve Austin and his detector dogs.
Our Christmas Party and end of year Working Bee are fast approaching. We can look forward to new look Christmas party
as Sue Guthrie has taken on the coordination role.
As we approach summer, we need to be mindful of the treat of bushfires, ticks and snakes. Make sure you have an
evacuation plan in place that includes your dogs and know your first aid for tick or snakebites.
I hope you are all having fun with your dogs and continue to enjoy your classes at NSDTC. We are always open to
feedback, suggestions and welcome any help you can offer in running this large volunteer organisation.
Regards
Gael Goldsack
NSDTC Club Secretary

Our NSDTC Rally O and RATG Trial will be held on Sat 13
January 2018.
For our triallers please get your entries in..
Anyone interested in helping to steward please contact Gale
(gale.coutts@colcrawford.com.au) for Rally O and Ray
(ray@goldpaws.com.au) for RATG. Stewarding is a great way to
get involved in the action.
If you want to learn more about Rally O ask your instructor or
check out Yaps & Yelps June/July (available on the website under
Newsletters) in “What Dog Sport Is That?” and for RATG check
out the “What Dog Sport Is That?” in this Yaps & Yelps.
Novice Rally O exercises are included in most of our 3pm
classes. Specific Rally O training is held on Monday night
from 7pm for those in 2nd Class and above. All breeds are
welcome.

RATG training is on at 6.30pm on Wednesday nights.

nsdogtraining.org.au
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Some Highlights From 2017

NSDTC success at our January Rally O Trial. 17
Quallies between the 22 NSDTC members entered.

In April Penny & Zypperty were awarded Best In Trial
at the Sydney Royal with a score of 199/200 in Novice
Obedience.
They followed this up the following weekend with
198/200 and Winner of
Winners and the Border
Collie Club trial.

A wonderful celebration to commemorate
NSDTC’s 50th Anniversary.

nsdogtraining.org.au
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Some Highlights From 2017
A special congratulations to our club members who achieved their Agility Championships this year.
•
Pat Walsh and Angel
•
Louise Everitt and Poppy
•
Nelly Felczynski and Flynn

NSDTC Festival of Agility Club
Challenge Team
200 Belinda Baxter & Luke
300 Mikhail Feigh and Toby
400 Pat Walsh and Angle
500 Mary Fien & Billy
600 Barbara Rogleff & Lyla

Congratulations Barbara & Lyla
Having made the final of Agility Dog of the Year and Jumping Dog of the
Year 2017 Lyla ran clear rounds in both events at the Festival of Agility.
With this special achievement Lyla and Barbara won the "The Max
Shield" perpetual trophy named after a LabX dog who competed in the
early days of agility in NSW.
The shield is presented to the best large dog (600 height) running on the
day in the final of Agility Dog of the Year and this year this achievement
went to Barbara and Lyla.
Barbara has a long history with NSDTC and you can read more about
what she has been involved with at NSDTC in “Cuppa in the Clubhouse”
in the Barb in Cuppa in the Clubhouse Yaps & Yelps June/July (Yaps &
Yelps can be found under “Newsletter” on the website).

nsdogtraining.org.au
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Report of the Chief Instructor (Obedience) to the 2017 Annual General Meeting - August 26th 2017
Another year of high activity for Northern Suburbs with, undoubtedly, the celebration of our ‘First 50 Years’ taking top priority. A chance to
not only eat sausages and cake, but also to show off the skills we have imparted, over that long period, to the residents of Ku-ring-gai &
its neighbouring suburbs. We hope that our aim of helping members of the public learn to train their own dogs both great & small, short
haired & shaggy, intelligent or a bit vacant, willing or “not today, thank you” – how to behave nicely in both the home and in the community.
Our day of celebration on June 24th highlighted the extensive range of canine activities offered by our club with the groundwork of
Obedience training showing in all areas. Every member has been presented with an embroidered training lead as a memento of the
occasion.
My deputies, Penny, Gael & Sharon have consistently lightened the load with their expertise in their areas enabling our members to get
the maximum help from the club. Judges, Di, Tracy, Penny & Ray have kept us smart & up to date with the many trial rule changes & are
extremely valuable members of our team. A very lively & enthusiastic group of new instructors is currently on its way to a Ring near you!
During the year we have been educated in the fascinating extremes of weather, necessitating the cancellation of classes on several
occasions in order to avoid drownings, heat exhaustion & crowning by gum tree. One Saturday saw NSDTC actively support the car
repair industry when huge hailstones bounced their way over our grounds & duco only minutes after most members & dogs had thankfully
retired to their cars to witness the performance. We have, this year, set a maximum temperature of 32 degrees by 11am for training to go
on in the interests, mainly, of our furry friends.
Whilst most members have come along to enjoy their dogs’ company or avoid grass cutting on Saturdays, a healthy number have
qualified for the KK9 Award, many RallyO titles have been earned & an increasing number of Obedience titles have been gained or at
least attempted. We again competed in the Interclub Challenge with two teams, both of which performed well for us, downing a
considerable amount of morning tea, lunch & afternoon tea to enhance the competition. Our shining light is Border Collie Zypperty, owned
& trained by our own Penny Dalzell who not only gained her CD title at the Royal Easter Show but did it with the distinction of taking ‘Best
in Trial’. What a brilliant example to us all, of what dedicated ‘fun training’ based on Positive Reinforcement can achieve! Our Trials went
off, as usual, like clockwork because of the excellence of our Trial Management teams & their attendant slaves.
2017 started with the arrival, in February, of the usual high number of Christmas Puppies and ‘now out of control canine teenagers’ - 42 in
number! Classes have been organised in line with our number of active volunteer instructors, sometimes a little depleted by dedication to
the Royal North Shore & the San hospitals, overseas trips & family dramas – all legitimate reasons in a club run exclusively by volunteers
where family comes first. Our 6-week puppy classes have been shrunk to 4 weeks and lined up with new member classes whilst all of our
4th Class & above groups train at the same time so that Ring Practice is made easy. Further Ring Practice in the evening enhances the
Saturday work. Our ‘Rally O Queen’ – Ginny - has continued to enthuse the most fearful newcomer to the evening sessions & an amazing
number of attendees seem to be creeping into our R.O. classes from neighbouring clubs!
Updating of our club literature continues as a necessity in our aim to keep up to date with current & emerging methods of training.
Education sessions, organised by Sally, have been excellent in quality, varied & very well received by those attending – oh how great it
would be if the clubhouse was overflowing with members & club officials! Our major educational event this year WAS overflowing, with the
vast majority of our instructors as well as instructors from our three sister clubs: Metropolitan Mid Week, Manly & Brush Farm attending
the June Long Weekend Course presented by W.A’s talented trainer, Sue Hogben.
The brainchild of Penny, the course was run by a small but effective committee & I
thank both Penny & Gael for their hours of work to my small number!
Our work was, as has become traditional, acknowledged by the club by inviting all of
our officials & helpers to dinner in St Ives – another lovely evening much enjoyed by
all. A recent new member commented to me the other day that she has come to love
Northern Suburbs for its ‘family feeling’. Not sure whether that reflects the quality of
our food, the constant noise of dogs barking, reminiscent of kids beating each other
up, or – my hope – that we are a close knit mob determined to make life fun for our
dogs and their handlers.
My sincere thanks to my wonderful team of instructors & those who back us up &
straighten us out - each & every one - who pick me up when I am down (literally!!!) &
without whom this club would not be where it is today.
Judy Perrin

nsdogtraining.org.au
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Report of the Chief Instructor (Agility) to the 2017 Annual General Meeting - August 26th 2017
We are hugely grateful to the club, committee and members for approving the purchase and to Maggie Young
arranging a new set of weaves in February. Our current equipment is relatively easy to carry and assemble which
assist everyone who participates in agility each week. Due to a rule change next year we are currently looking at
either the upgrade or replacing our tyre and have just received a new broad jump and accompanying measure
and poles and are investigating the new strap version of tunnel tie downs. Thanks also to member Jenny Fahey
for donating a prize to the club to assist in purchasing a jazzy jump to complement our agility equipment.
The storage of the agility equipment continues to be very successful. Our equipment storage facility not only
assists in the longevity of our equipment but aids in the safety of members who set up the courses each week.
Signage has recently assisted the items being placed in the correct position.
Following the instructor training by Ashley Roach in January, a larger number of instructors were able to take or
assist in Introduction to Agility (ITA) classes. Seven ITA members graduated to the Pre-Trialler level in April after
they gained the appropriate skills to advance. A small group are currently in the ITA class.
The recently held Agility Trial again ran with extreme precision with the preparation starting from months before
from the Trial Committee of Tsuey Hui, Karen Bridge, Maggie Young and Mel Duker and many many members
and family members on the day that assisted in making the event run smoothly, too many to mention but a sincere
thanks to all.
Continued thanks to the instructors who dedicate their time and efforts to designing courses, putting courses
together, instructing our members and the general camaraderie and assistance that contributes to the smooth
running of this section of the club.
Thanks also to Ginny Leigh and Mel Duker for the media side of things with Yaps & Yelps and Facebook
notifications and to Virginia Pennefather for her librarian skills.
We again witnessed a lot of members gain qualifications and titles throughout the year which is a credit to the
instructors with the support of the club and committee of this wonderful community at Northern Suburbs Dog
Training Club which we look forward to continuing in 2018.
Jennifer Hamilton

nsdogtraining.org.au
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Christmas Party
Saturday 2nd December 2-5pm

St Ives Showground Dog Training Grounds & Clubhouse

Bring your family and your four legged friends for all the FUN

Games & Races

Presentations

Fancy Dress Parade
PLEASE BRING ALONG A PLATE of Christmas / Party Food to share for
Afternoon Tea at 4pm. Tea, coffee & cold drinks will be provided.

The Committee & all the instructors would like to take this
opportunity to wish everyone a very Merry Christmas and
best wishes for a happy, safe and prosperous New Year.

nsdogtraining.org.au
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Education Talk Summary

Words by Gael Goldsack
Photos by Sharon Househam

Raising Guide Dog Puppies
We had some very special visitors to the Club for our most recent education talk on 20th September. Lyn Braico and
her Labrador Olympian Guide Dog, Martie, as well as an 11-week old Guide Dog Trainee, Leo. Martie is of
particularly good temperament and size, so was chosen as a breeding dog for the program, hence her Olympian
status. Sadly, Martie was only able to have one litter, last February, as the 9 pups she produced were quite large and
caused her problems during the birth which resulted in the necessity to desex her. She now lives with Lyn full time
and they are both great ambassadors for Guide Dogs.
Initially only about 10-15% of trainees made the grade to go on to be a fully fledged Guide Dog, but these days with
an improved breeding program and willing puppy raisers the percentage has grown to 40-50% and on occasions the
whole litter will go through. Those that don’t make the grade are often redeployed as Pets as Therapy dogs, or
occasionally returned to their puppy raisers and dropped from the program.
Guide Dogs NSW produces about 70 dogs per year, well short of the 200 recipients on their waiting list. The dogs are
carefully matched to their eventual owners as there are many factors to consider, such as activity level of the
recipients as well as their height. It can take up to 2 years to match dog to owner. Each dog costs $35,000 to raise to
working standard.
The puppies come to their raisers with a manual as the dogs need to be taught such skills as Wait for dinner, Walk on
a lead, Walk next to a building, "Quick, Quick"(toilet cue), Stand at traffic lights, Vet friendliness and Confidence
building.
Once the pups are about 16 months old they go back to Guide Dogs for intensive training, where they learn skills
such as Negotiating traffic, How to find an entry, Using public transport, How to get into a taxi (dog sits in the front
footwell with the handler in the front passenger seat), Using stairs, escalators or lifts, Waiting in queues (e.g. bank)
and even getting used to farm machinery if they are destined for a rural placement. Guide Dogs may be placed with
recipients of any age from 16 up.
The dogs need to be trained to ignore other dogs when
they are working, but occasionally one will be attacked
by another dog, or even a human. Depending on the
severity of the injury, they may need to be retired
immediately.
The dogs work from about the age of 2.5 to retirement at
about 9.
Guide Dogs NSW only breeds and trains Labradors
(black or yellow, never chocolate). Other states use
Golden Retrievers or Labradoodles as well.
The Club made a $250 donation too Guide Dogs NSW
as well as presenting Lyn with a small gift for her efforts
and treats for the dogs.

https://www.guidedogs.com.au/

nsdogtraining.org.au
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Next Education Talk…..

STEVE AUSTIN
Dog Trainer - Detection & Conservation
SATURDAY 18 NOVEMBER - 4.15 AFTER CLASS
Steve Austin has had a long career in handling and training dogs for canine
detection and conservation. He also trains handlers as well as running
education seminars and courses.
Steve’s range of services include but not limited to:
• Conservation detection for preservation of wildlife
with the use of a canine
• Feral animal detection and management with the
use of canine
• Pest control with the use of canine
• Quarantine and Customs canine consultancy and
training for canines and handlers
• Drugs / Narcotics canine consultancy and training
for canines and handlers
• Explosives canine consultancy and training for
canines and handlers

All members are welcome to come along to
see to Steve’s fascinating demonstration.
REGISTER: BY EMAIL TO SALLY STAWMAN frinton1@bigpond.com
ON THE NSDTC FACEBOOK PAGE
BY SIGNING THE REGISTRATION FORM IN THE CLUBHOUSE.

nsdogtraining.org.au
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What Dog Sport is That?
Retrieving Ability Trials for Gundogs Taking “Fetch” to the next level.

Do you own a Labrador, Retriever, German Shorthaired
Pointer or Spaniel and heard someone refer to your dog as
a “Gundog” and wondered why? Seeing these breeds in
action at a Retrieving Trial brings to life the purpose of
these breeds.
Retrieving Tests (RATG) show the natural ability of Gundog
breeds to retrieve game. Following a short demonstration
of obedience skills the dog is asked to wait while the
“game”, usually a dummy, is thrown or launched. The
dog is given the cue to retrieve, finds the “game” and
returns it to the handler.

RATG training is on at 6.30pm on Wednesday nights.
While there is no minimum class level your dog needs to be able to heel off lead, come when called (very
important) and fetch toy and we encourage those interested to start training as soon as they can… the
earlier the better.
For more information ask your instructor, check out the NSDTC website or contact Ray Temple on phone:
0408 836 753 or email:ray@goldpaws.com.au.
NSDTC will hold a RATG Trial on Saturday 13th January 2018 at St Ives Showgrounds. Details will be
posted on the club website and Facebook page closer to the date. Come along and watch the Gundogs in
action.

nsdogtraining.org.au
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State Retrieving Titles
Words and Photos by Rebecca Braid
Northern Suburbs Dog Training Club was well represented at the Dogs NSW State Retrieving
Championships. Our dogs certainly aren’t’ up to the Championship level yet (except Ray Temple and Rebel)
however our Club should be proud of the volunteering and support of the event by our members.
Friday 10th of August began with a gorgeous drive to Oberon with Sue Guthrie and Bob Noland. We arrived
at the property about 10am and were met by Ray Temple. We followed Ray further down a dirt road past
cattle and a beautiful river running through the paddocks. The judge Ron Copper and his wife Robyn were
already at the property and setting up runs for Saturday’s competition and we were here to meet the other
stewards and practice the runs and use of the throwers. Sue Guthrie, Bod Nolan, Marek Duchna and I
showed off our talents with the equipment and worked in with the other experienced stewards. Setting up the
runs takes all day and once all are satisfied with the markers for the runs we returned to camp and met
some of the competitors ready for the draw to set up the order the dogs would run in the next day.
Saturday 11th was windy and cold with some glorious sun.
At 7am competing dogs were signed in and vetted ready
for the days runs. We drove from the camp site to the first
property in convoy and Ray took the handlers to the first
run, two single marks straight up a steep gully with the
dogs able to see the mark launched and land in the
paddock before being sent. The second run was harder
and involved our team as stewards. The run included
another paddock with a dam, two marks launched and
seen and a harder element the blind. Bob and Marek
launched the two marks while I placed a hidden blind over
the edge of the dam where the dogs could not see it. To
watch the dogs working to find this mark was incredible.
The third run of the day
was two single marks
along the river with the
added difficulty of water
work. From the 22 starters
this day eliminated 11
dogs for the start of day 2.

nsdogtraining.org.au
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Sunday was clear sunny and still. Perfect weather for the final day of the competition. Vetting was
more thorough on this day as Bob checked for injuries to the dogs and lameness. All dogs were in
good health to run and Ron set up much harder runs for this second day of competition. The first run
across large swamp land to a single mark, then a blind mark over the hill and a final single mark into
deeply grassed and wooded areas was a hard run and many of the dogs were eliminated. The one
woman in the competition, Helena, did very well and passed on to the fifth run of the competition.
The fifth run was alongside the river at a bend and involved very complicated throws across the river
with the dogs earning points for running in a straight line which means swimming a great deal. Not all
dogs accomplished this and the added “diversionary bird” which is a dummy set up to distract the
dogs added another level of difficulty. The final run was along the river and sorted out four dogs as
finishers. The first place after much adding up of scores went to Mr Karl Britton (Vic) his Labrador Dr
RtCh Acolon Prince of Cypher (Imp UK) on 298 points. It was an exciting competition and one I was
privileged to be involved in. Ray Temple from NSDTC did a great job as Trial Manager as did Sue
Guthrie as Trial Secretary.

Thank you to Rebecca Braid for sharing her
adventures to the State Retrieving Titles. Rebecca is
also our Club Use Co/Ordinator and hopeful gundog
owner.
We love to hear from other members and their
adventures with their dogs. If you have a story to
share please email to nsdtc.editor@gmail.com

nsdogtraining.org.au
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A Cuppa in the Clubhouse with…
Our Management Committee at NSDTC are an amazing group of volunteers. Behind the scenes they
work tirelessly to help all our members make the most of the time they spend with our canine buddies.
Following our AGM we thought it was a good chance to get to know a little bit more about some of the
Management Committee.

Judy Perrin - Chief Instructor Obedience
•
I joined NSDTC in 1978 or was it 1878?!! shortly before daughter Kate was
born, with my first Goldie, LIESL
•
What breed/s of dog/s have you owned and do you own now?
•
Welsh Sheepdog x Cardigan Corgi - BILL (William on Sunday's!)
•
Welsh Sheepdog x Whippet - LADY
•
Welsh Sheepdogs - IANTO and BEAU
•
Golden Retrievers - LIESL (Wirrimbirra Lara), LARA (Valerockley Cute
Kate CDX), her daughter COBI (Banjora Flaxen Cobi) and her son
OLIVER (Farleydale Santasblitzen CD NRA) and currently FERNIE
( Euraidd Afternoondelite CDX NRA RAE. RM)
•
Where would we usually find you at NSDTC? Anywhere from the clubhouse
sorting out lost members, with a cup of coffee- always provided by Andy, taking
UD class, taking one on ones with problem dogs/ handlers, checking class
numbers or picking myself up from the mud.
•
What activities do you enjoy doing with your dog? Obedience, RallyO,
Gundog,Nosework ( Fernie checked out every car we passed recently in a car
yard!) & we trained in the NSW Urban Search & Rescue Team for 2 years.
Nursing home visiting of friends. She is my registered Assistance dog.
•
If there was one piece of advice you could share with a new dog owner what
would it be? Take the time to learn and to teach your dog, by Positive
Reinforcement methods, to be a well behaved family and community memberand have fun doing it!
Karin Bridge - President
•
•

•
•
•

nsdogtraining.org.au

When did you first join NSDTC? 1983
What breed/s of dog/s have you owned and do you own now? X husky
SASSY x collie, TIFFY silky terrier, GYPSY dachshund,HEIDI Collie rough
,JAMES 1 AND JAMES 2 shetland sheepdog,HAPPY german shepherd
dogs JESSIE AND PETER terrier x, SUZIE golden retriever MINTIE , Border
Collies JACKSON, MATILDA AND GRACE, Papillon JOEY and Minature
Aussie Shepherd FLICKA.
Where would we usually find you at NSDTC? As President soon you should
find me making the 3pm announcements and taking a class.
What activities do you enjoy doing with your dog? I have successfully
competed in Agility, Obedience, Rally, Nosework and completed the
Endurance Test.
If there was one piece of advice you could share with a new dog owner what
would it be? The greatest gift you can give your dog - and the one he wants
most - is your time. Try to spend as much time as possible in each other’s
company. If you do, all else will fall into place.
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Gael Goldsack - Club Secretary:
•

•
•
•
•

I joined NSDTC in May 1987 with the first of my two Irish
Wolfhounds, Shona. Shona was the first dog I every trialled and
we did achieve one pass in CD and her CGC. I became an
Instructor in 1988, I was Newsletter Editor for 10 years, have been
Deputy Chief Instructor (obedience) since 1990, held 2 terms as
President, and have been Secretary since 2002.
I have owned and trained 2 Irish Wolfhounds, Shona CGC and
Paddy CGC and 4 Bernese Mountain Dogs, Kiri CD, CGC, Ellie
CD, JDO, ADO, KK9, Tara KK9 and my current girl, Tilly RN KK9.
You can usually find me on the grounds on Saturday instructing
either the 1.30pm or 3pm classes, or in the office doing my
secretarial duties.
I enjoyed doing Obedience and Rally Obedience with my dogs and
have more recently dabbled in Nosework with Tilly.
The one piece of advice I would share with a new dog owner
would be to have fun with your dog.

Maggie Young - Vice President (Agility):
•

•
•
•

I joined Northern Suburbs around 1999/2000 with my young
Labrador Toby. Toby was my first dog and he started me on a
great journey through the dog loving world. I started
obedience with Toby but when I saw Russell Clarke
demonstrating Agility I knew it was for me. My next dog was
Gypsy a Papillon and we had great fun in agility. She was my
first dog that I titled in Masters. In 2009 Jester joined the
family. Jester is a Brittany and I learned a great deal training
and trialling him as he is a hunting dog and it is his first love.
He is currently in Masters for all agility classes. A few years
ago Fly came along another Papillon and he has started
agility with a flourish. I am looking forward to my journey with
him.
Apart from Agility I have trialled Jester in Obedience, he has a
Rally Novice title and came 3rd in the 1st Nose Work trial held
in Australia.
On Saturday mornings you will find me at agility either training
or instructing agility.
My best advice is to have fun with your dog. Look at training as
a game that you both love to play..

Watch out next Yaps & Yelps to meet some more of our
Committee Members.
nsdogtraining.org.au
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The Treat Jar
Puppy Ice-Blocks
What You Need:
•
A clean plastic container
•
Water
•
Yummy dog friendly filling

Instructions:
•
Fill the container approx. 1/3 with water and place in the freezer. Freezing at this point stops all the
yummies just sinking to the bottom.
•
Once frozen fill with a layer of filling. This could include things like your dogs normal wet food, cheese or
other goodies you use as training treats.
•
Add water on top of the filling and place back in the freezer.
•
Once frozen pull the container out and remove the Puppy Ice-Block ready to eat. Sometimes you may
need to rinse the container under some water to loosen the sides and get the ice-block out.
This is a great base recipe to get creative with. Some other ideas to
give your dog a cool treat on a hot day are:
•
Stock
•
Yoghurt (pictured here with blueberries)
We would love to hear your ideas so if you make a Puppy Ice-Block
over the holidays post a photo on the NSDTC Facebook page.

If you have a dog treat recipe you would like
to share please send it through to
nsdtc.editor@gmail.com

nsdogtraining.org.au
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All You’ll Need To Know
• New Members - enrolment between 2.15 - 2.45pm every second Saturday. Please check the website for enrolment day
dates. Online enrolment is also available at nsdogtraining.org.au.
• All dogs must be FULLY IMMUNISED (Veterinary Certificate required plus 2 weeks from date of last vaccination).
Please read NSDTC Vaccination Policy on the next page.
• Junior Members are 12 to 15 years of age.
• Training equipment (leads, training collars, etc) can be purchased at the Clubhouse.
• Before starting Agility dogs must be at least 1 year old & in Third Class or above. New memberships for Agility can only
be accepted on Saturday afternoons.
Membership Fees:
• 1 June to 31 October - $120
• 1 November to 31 January - $80
• 1 February to 31 May - $60
• If training more than one dog - $20.00 extra per annum for second dog, third or more free
• Pensioners, Juniors, Instructors & Management Committee members $30.00 (no half yearly concessions)
Membership Renewal: Due by 30 June each year. Announcements will be made in June as to how to renew and
renewals can be completed via the website nsdugtraining.org.au or at the membership desk.
Training is held in the Dog Rings at St Ives Showground every Saturday, February - November inclusive.
NB. NO training on Public Holidays. Please check the website calendar for No Training Dates.
If training is cancelled due to weather you will find a message on the website (nsdogtraining.org.au) and on the club
Facebook page (Northern Suburbs Dog Training Club).
The club's Extreme Weather Policy (Temperature) for cancelling training is Agility over 30oC in the shade and Obedience
over 32oC in the shade. A post will be put on the club's Facebook page by 8am for Agility and 11am for Obedience.
Club Newsletter: The Club journal is available at the enrolment table or can be viewed on our website
nsdogtraining.org.au. Articles are welcomed & may be left at the table or emailed to nsdtc.editor@gmail.com

Club Enquiries: Ginny Legh 9489 1554
Membership Enquiries: Pam Rutledge pamru@bigpond.net.au
Parking
Please park on the LEFT of the road as you enter the showground or near the picnic area beside the Douglas Pickering
Pavilion.
The parking area on the right, nearer the Clubhouse, is for ‘on duty’ Club Members who need to leave their dogs in the car,
carry equipment, etc. Thank you.

Club & Use of Grounds Guidelines
These guidelines are for the benefit of all members & the general public who use St Ives Showground.
· All dogs must be on lead during club training times (except when off lead work is directed by an instructor during class).
· Dog droppings must be cleaned up & placed in a bin.
· Always wear your name tag.
· The dog rings are a leash free area EXCEPT on Saturdays.
· The main oval may be used for leash free exercise, so long as no other organised event is taking place.

nsdogtraining.org.au
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NSDTC Inc Vaccination Policy Up-dated September 2010
NSDTC requires a minimum C3 (distemper, hepatitis, parvovirus) vaccination administered after the age of 12 weeks for all
puppies less than 12 months old.
Please Note. A delay of two weeks after the final puppy vaccinations is required before puppies are permitted to join
classes.
All adult dogs (over 12 months old) joining or renewing, must have had at least a C3 vaccination administered after 12
months of age. Triennial (3-yearly)
C3 vaccination is considered acceptable thereafter.
Dogs joining or renewing over the age of 4 years that have not had a C3 vaccination in the preceding 3 years must be
referred to the Club Vet officer or official nominee.
Veterinary certificates showing adequate antibody titres* to distemper, hepatitis & parvovirus will be accepted by NSDTC for
all adult dogs as long as they are dated within the preceding 12 months.
*Adequate antibody titres for distemper, hepatitis & parvovirus are considered to be > 1: 20
As Bordetella & Parainfluenza (both agents causing canine cough) are not generally life threatening to healthy dogs, these
vaccinations would be optional, but recommended & owners are reminded these may be required by boarding kennels.

Patrons
Mayor of Ku-ring-gai

President:
Club Secretary:
Treasurer:
Vice Presidents:
Chief Instructors:

Committee Of Management - Office Bearers
Karin Bridge
0409 226 838
Gael Goldsack
9487 3646 (Postal Address - PO Box 426 Turramurra 2074)
Phil Palangas
9653 3470
Kim Dowding
9653 2045
Maggie Young
9451 7986
Jennifer Hamilton
9982 9029
(Agility)

Assistant Treasurer:
Club Librarians:
Clubhouse Coordinator/Catering:
Committee (general):
Communications Officer:
DWD Coordinator:
Ku-ring-gai K9 Co-ordinator:
Membership Secretary:
Membership Team Members:
Obedience Demo Team Coordinator:
Rally O Coordinator:
Social Secretary:
Title Trophy Mementos Officer:
Training Equipment (sales) Officer:
Training & Trial Equipment Officer:
Website

nsdogtraining.org.au

Committee Members
Gale Coutts
Penny Dalzell, Virginia Pennefather & Eve Park
Rebecca Braid
Eve Park
Melinda Duker
Penny Dalzell
Sharon Househam
Kala Raghu
Pam Rutledge & Lana Partridge
John Jonker
Di Hollett
Sue Guthrie
Karin Bridge
Gale Coutts
John Jonker
Steve Si
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Obedience, Rally O & RATG Trial Committee

Agility Trial Committee

Trial Secretary:

Denise Wigney

Trial Secretary:

Tsuey Hiu

Trial Manager:

Tracy Geary (Chair)

Trial Manager:

Karin Bridge

Chief Steward:

Gael Goldsack (Obedience)

Chief Steward:

Melinda Duker

Gael Coutts (Rally-O)

Trophy Officer:

Maggie Young (Chair)

Trophy Officer:

Denise Wigney

Trial Equipment Officers: John Jonker
Trial Catering Officers: Kay Hogan & Sharon Househam

Education Sub-Committee
Sally Stawman (Chair), Karin Bridge, Gael Goldsack, Jennifer Hamilton, Sharon Housham, Judy
Perrin, Pat Walsh & Di Hollett.

Dances with Dogs Sub Committee

Inter-club Challenge Coordinator

Penny Dalzell & Ginny Legh

Penny Dalzell

What Class Am I In?

On your first day at the club you will start in one the following groups:

Puppy Class for
New Members with puppies
under 9 months

First Class for
New Members with dogs 9
months old & over

After your first lesson, your classes are called
Puppy Class - Weeks 2, 3 & 4 or First Class - Weeks 2, 3 & 4
Every new member is given a GREEN LEAD - please use it in class

nsdogtraining.org.au
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